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Intro
This book contains five basic sections:
1. The History
How and why this came to be
2. The Cure
The simple program that could cure cancer
3. The Total CO$T
Where to get the ingredients
4. Questions and Answers
Basic Q&A that you may have
5. Tips for Success
Advice that will help
I consider these five sections as five fingers on a hand, the
healing hand of God. I encourage you to read this entire book
and read it in order. Doing things in the proper order is a key to
success in all areas of life. I know that you will be tempted to skip
ahead just to see what the cure actually is, but I urge you to resist
that temptation.
Read this book in sequential order, section by section as it
is written. Don't skip around! Get the full background and basis
for The 49 Day Cancer Cure. Get understanding first and then
act.
How you read the book is the first test of obedience.
Great things come from obedience and compliance in small
things. First, you need the ability to follow the instructions in the
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small thing of simply reading this book in the correct order, page
by page.
Remember, the hand of God is upon YOU!

Prescreen
The following may seem to be a harsh list of questions.
You are right!
It separates those with faith from those without. Divine
things REQUIRE faith. Even medical science acknowledges the
power of faith through the placebo effect. What you believe
seriously affects the outcome.
It is not my normal inclination or desire to make things so
harsh. When I first wrote the details of The 49 Day Cancer Cure,
God spoke and said, "Make the introduction very harsh."
I assumed it was to weed out those who would neither believe nor
obey. This is serious!
This is a sort of prescreening that you must ask yourself
before even investing the small amount of time required to read
this book. So, here is an admittedly harsh set of seven prescreening questions.
Don't bother reading the information on
The 49 Day Cancer Cure if you:
1. Don't believe that God still operates in the prophetic realm.
2. Don't believe that a Divine cure can be given for cancer.
3. Don't have the discipline to change for 49 Days.
4. Won't invest a few minutes to read ALL of the information
here.
5. Have already prejudged this as impossible.
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6. Have given up and resigned to be burned (radiation), poisoned
(chemo), or cut (surgery) and won't consider trying anything else.
7. Have no faith in God as a healer.
The 49 Day Cancer Cure is NOT for most people.
It's not that The 49 Day Cancer Cure won't work. Rather,
it's that most individuals will neither believe it nor follow it. And
there are those who won't even take the few minutes it requires to
read all of the information.
A sad but quite true fact is that most will suffer greatly and
eventually be conquered by cancer. Cancer is now the number
one killer in America of people under eighty-five. It does not
have to be so, but unfortunately with most, it will be so.
If after reading the above seven things you are NOT in
one or more of those categories, then The 49 Day Cancer Cure is
for YOU.
First, you need to know how and why The 49 Day Cancer
Cure came about. Read the Origin/History of The 49 Day Cancer
Cure, and then YOU decide. Read the Questions/Answers
section to answer your major questions. Read the Tips for
Success section to give you pointers on The 49 Day Cancer Cure.
IF you think that God wants you sick, IF you think that
God can't cure you, IF you think there are no options other than
to burn it out with radiation, poison it out with chemotherapy, or
cut it out with surgery, then The 49 Day Cancer Cure is NOT for
you or someone you care about.
IF you think differently... then start reading.

The History
The title The 49 Day Cancer Cure is a bold statement, but it
is NOT a gimmick title. If you have cancer, or care about someone who does, then please read all of this. It will take you a few
minutes to read these pages, but those few minutes could affect
the rest of your life or the life of someone you care about.
I have to give you some of the details so that you will
understand the foundation for this. Bear with me, the point will
become clear in the end.
My parents had six sons; I am the eldest. One brother
died a few years ago. I wrote about that in a MountainWings issue
at: www.mountainwings.com/past/1037.htm
Of the remaining five, four of us are ordained ministers.
The first one of us to go into the ministry was my younger
brother. He now pastors a very large church. He began his
ministry in my parents' home with a Thursday night Bible study.
He taught the home Bible study for thirteen years.
The Bible study originally started with just my mother and
her sons. She wanted the Word solidly planted in her children.
Soon the neighbor's children started to come, and then other
adults. Shortly after, the home Bible study had our living room
packed with as many as fifty people on Thursday nights. So what
does this have to do with The 49 Day Cancer cure? Bear with me;
I'm getting to it.
During one of the Bible studies, a guest came to speak.
He was a prophet. His name was Prophet Frederick Collins.
It was the first time that I had been exposed to prophecy on that
level. I was about thirty years old.
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Collins stood up and talked. Then he began to point
people out and tell them things.
"Who is Henry?" he asked one lady.
Her mouth flew open. We later found out that Henry was
the man whom she was involved with and shouldn't have been.
Collins had never seen the woman before and knew nothing about
her in the natural world. She then knew he was a real prophet.
way."

"There is a single man in here, and you have a baby on the

Weeks later, one of the young men found out his girlfriend
was pregnant and had been at the time of the prophecy.
Prophet Collins went around the room, and mouths flew
open as he revealed current things and spoke future things.
He asked me to stand up.
"You are going to be a preacher and you will have a
church, and be careful at stop signs and red lights," he said.
At the time, I was the lead singer in an R&B music group.
I had absolutely no inkling, desire, nor vision of going into the
ministry. I considered the prophecy absolutely preposterous.
Collins prophesied to each of my brothers except one,
Darrow, my brother who died.
The next week as I was driving to work, I was stopped at a
red light on Fulton Industrial Blvd. I traveled this street each day
to get to work. The next turn would take me off the main street
to the side street where the building that I worked was located.
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In my rear view mirror, I noticed a truck approaching.
I heard brakes squeal then BAM!
I had a brown 1977 Datsun 280Z. At a red light, less than
one week after Collins spoke, a truck totaled my car. Fortunately,
I had on my seat belt and did not get so much as a headache or
scratch.
I am a scientist, and I am pretty hard to convince on hardto-prove things, but I had to admit, just as he was right about the
things he saw in the lives of others, Collins was right about the
"being careful at stop signs and red lights."
I still dismissed the preacher thing though.
FAST FORWARD: Fifteen years later I was senior pastor
of The ARK of Salvation in Atlanta.
Although it had taken years, that portion of the prophecy
had also come true. On one occasion, I was thinking about whom
to bring for our annual revival. My youngest brother James
suggested that we needed a prophet.
"We still have never seen a prophet as gifted as Collins,"
he said. "We've seen a lot but none like Collins."
"I don't even know where he is," I said. Neither of us had
seen or heard from him in fifteen years.
Collins had affected James and his destiny with his words
of prophecy; and to this day, James still marvels at those words
spoken to him.
We determined that we would try to find Collins.
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I checked with some other churches, and although many
had heard of him and some had even had Collins perform revivals, no one had seen him in years and no one knew where he was.
"We need to find him," James insisted.
I hired a private detective. Yes, I actually did.
The detective traced a man whom he thought could be
Collins. He gave me a last known address, which was a P.O. Box
in Irondale, Alabama. I wrote a letter and explained who I was
and that if this was the Prophet Frederick Collins, I was someone
to whom he had prophesied fifteen years ago and his prophesy
had come true.
I explained that I was looking for him to possibly conduct
a revival for our church. I left my address and phone number.
Two weeks went by and then there was a message on my
voicemail. "This is Prophet Collins, and yes, I am the one from
fifteen years ago."
I called and asked, "Are you still in the ministry?" He was
the ordained prophet in a rather large local church where he lived.
I explained that I wanted him to conduct the revival, and we made
plans for it. The revival was scheduled for late October 2000.
One week before the revival, I talked via phone to Collins
to discuss the final details. As we closed, he said, "I see you on
television all over the world. You will be on television screens
across the world, and it won't be long."
Worldwide television and it won't be long!!! Was he crazy?
I had been on television for six years (four years as co-pastor and
two years as a senior pastor), but I was on local cable television
only. I wasn't even televised out of the state; how in the world did
he expect me to be worldwide in a short period of time?
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I chalked that up to another ridiculous prophecy like his
saying I would be a preacher and have a church. The only problem with that was that, no matter how ridiculous it seemed at the
time, everything else he said had come true.
That was in October 2000. On January 1, 2001, the first
issue of MountainWings was published. When Collins spoke the
prophecy, I hadn't even thought of MountainWings.
It wasn't until months later and after I saw people subscribing to MountainWings from around the world, that I realized
the truth of the prophecy. "I would be on television around the
world."
MountainWings is read on a computer monitor. A computer monitor is a high-resolution television! Before the year was
out, MountainWings was being read in over 100 countries and had
over 100,000 subscribers. It was a different type of television than
I originally figured, but it was exactly as prophesied.
MountainWings.com became the largest inspirational
email in the world. If someone had told me that in 2000, I would
have thought it also among the impossible.
We now have a four-camera television video crew in the
church, and we are actually planning to air on one of the major
religious networks in the future. They are broadcast in other
countries, so the prophecy will soon be true for both interpretations.
While Collins was at the revival, he told my brothers and
me many things. He told James that he would have more children
than any of his brothers. He said they would come quickly, and
the next one would be here soon.
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James had two children at the time; the youngest was still
on the bottle. Two of my brothers had five children already, so to
fulfill the prophecy he would have to have six. James didn't want
six. His wife went to get on the birth control method the patch.
When she went to the doctor, they found out she was pregnant
again. James and his wife currently have six children and another
on the way. They‘ve had seven pregnancies within their first ten
years of marriage!
Try as they might, they couldn't stop the children. James
preached a sermon called, "Kicking Against the Pricks" that was
about their attempts at birth control.
You can listen to "Kicking Against the Pricks" at
AirJesus.com.
Collins even told James that he was a minister. We've all
seen him shake with power each time he prays. The year after our
revival I ordained James.
Appropriately enough, James and his wife Stephanie wrote
the book, Bedroom Talk - How to Turn Your Marriage into a Lifelong
Love Affair.
Collins also made one additional prophecy at the revival in
October 2000.
He said, "There will be an airplane crash next year that will
shake this nation...." We all know what happened on September
11th of the next year.
I was attending a "Word, Prophecy, and Healing" seminar
at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Atlanta in the early ’80s. It was a
three-night event about Word, Prophecy, and Healing each night
focused on one of the topics. On the night in which healing was
discussed, I sat near the front in a crowd of nearly a thousand
people.
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The healing team was from Detroit, Michigan and was led
by a woman named Cookye Rutledge. The team laid hands on a
long line of people who obviously had something wrong with
them or else they wouldn't have been in the line. I sat and
watched. I had no need to get in the line as I had nothing physically wrong with me, but I was curious.
Two-thirds or more through the session, Cookye stopped
and pointed to me. I looked around to see who else she could be
referring to. It was me. She beckoned me forward.
"Did she sense some illness in me that I was ignorant of?"
was the thought that ran through my mind.
She had me stand at the front of the line facing the people
and then said, "You lay hands on these people."
"Huh?" was my reaction to the best of my memory. "What
do you mean lay hands on these people?" She repeated again,
"You lay hands on these people for them to get well."
She then took her healing team of several people and she
went and sat down, leaving me standing there alone and quite
frankly feeling flustered and rather silly. I was not a minister. I was
not ordained. I was not hearing from God. I felt silly and out of
place standing there.
I had a choice – either follow instructions or just refuse
and go sit back down. I followed instructions. I laid hands on
every person who was in that line and those who came up afterwards.
To this day I know nothing of the results of that night. As
I look back upon that night, I realize that perhaps it was just a
prophetic glimpse of the healing ministry and what I would be
doing decades in the future. Perhaps people were healed that
night, but if they were, I still don't know about it.
I now conduct a monthly healing service at the church.
The scene is similar to the one over twenty years ago. To learn of
the "God Heals" service, just go to AirJesus.com and click "God
Heals".
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So what in the world does all of this have to do with The
49 Day Cancer Cure?
I must explain at least a portion of this so that you will
understand the background. It may seem long, but it’s really not.
You'll spend a lot more time in the waiting room for just one
doctor's visit.
Collins also made several prophecies on me, two of which
were again rather unbelievable.
He said first, "You will create a product that will do more
in one year than your family's business and your business have
done in their history."
"Are you crazy?" I secretly thought...again.
My family's business is rather successful. My father started
it in 1947, so it has been around for a while. Annual sales are
approximately thirty million dollars, and I am the Executive Vice
President. My business, although not as large, is still a multimillion-dollar business and highly successful. When I thought about
all that both businesses had done in their history, the total was
humongous.
I could hardly conceive the possibility of a product that
will do more in ONE YEAR than both companies have done in
their history? What kind of craziness was that?
Although that was amazing in itself, what Collins said next
was even MORE mind-boggling.
Collins said, "You will discover a cure for cancer." James
was there as Collins said it. We both looked at each other.
I could tell we both were thinking the same thing.
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We were thinking, "This is crazy, but everything else Collins has said has come true in time." It was both unbelievable, yet
strangely believable because of Collins's track record.
That was in October 2000.
Both of those prophecies were rather amazing. Both are
difficult to believe. Those prophecies remind me of Joseph and
his dream. When he told his brothers and parents, they didn't
believe him either, but the Bible said his father kept it in the back
of his mind. I was kind of like that.
Such things, especially the cancer cure, were beyond what
I could even imagine. Just for the sake of making this as short as
possible, I have to leave out a lot, but suffice it to say, I had quite
a time coming to grips with the possibility of either of those
prophesies, especially the cure.
As I talked with James, I said, "Suppose it was true, do
you realize the danger I would face if I really did have a cure for
cancer? It would be similar to inventing a car that ran off of tap
water or got 200 miles per gallon of gas. Because of the serious
economic impact in major industries, there was a good possibility
you could be clandestinely eliminated."
Do such things happen? I don't know for sure, but I recognized the possibility. So even if I found a cure, getting it out
might be highly risky.
Then again I thought, "Often the truly Divine things are
kept hidden, and just because I discover it, doesn't mean many
people will ever take advantage of the discovery." Too often, the
masses do not embrace truly great things, nor do they take
advantage of the greatest possibilities in life, so I pushed it to the
back of my mind. Yet I did not discard it.
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Before Thanksgiving, I went to Florida to visit my wife's
cousin. He was an anesthesiologist. He was fifty years old. He
had cancer in the fourth stage.
I prayed with him in his hospital bed. He had one of his
kidneys removed, but the cancer had spread over the rest of his
body. As a result, the doctors gave him six months to live.
He refused chemotherapy and radiation. "Look," he said
to me, "I am a doctor and I've seen this stuff and I know it's more
painful and harmful than good. I'm not taking it. Sure it may
prolong things, but the agony that I'll be in isn't worth it. I've just
seen too many patients over the years and I just won't go that
route."
As I watched a man in the prime of his career facing a
painful and debilitating death, I felt helpless.
That following January, I was in New Orleans at the funeral of George Price, one of the top salesmen in our family
business. George was fifty-seven. He died of cancer.
Because he was unable to work for an extended period of
time, we had discussed his situation in our company meeting and
we kept him on payroll. From his condition, I knew that he did
not have long.
My wife and I went on a cruise with a group of pastors the
first week in January. As I boarded the ship in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida the day that we left, I checked my messages. There was a
message from the wife of a chemist I knew.
The chemist's company makes one of the hair products
for my family's business. His wife had never called me before, but
I figured perhaps her husband was out of town and it was something concerning business.
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I was getting ready to leave and we were on vacation, so I
figured I would wait until I was back in the office before I returned the call. The next Monday as I sat at my desk, I called her.
She began, "I wanted to tell you before you heard this
from someone else. My husband has cancer in both lungs, and it
has spread to his organs and spine...."
She detailed his condition, and I knew that it was extremely serious and likely incurable. It was only a matter of time before
the cancer would kill him.
I usually get up at 5
minutes.

A.M.

each morning and pray for forty

As I prayed, I asked God, "If it is true that I will discover a
cure for cancer, I need it now, people are hurting and dying."
Before I prayed to God, I acknowledged several things:
1. The Prophet had been right about everything before.
2. I did not have the natural knowledge to develop the
cure.
Cancer researchers have hundreds of millions of dollars at
their disposal. I have a small lab. They have Ph.D.s, medical
doctors, huge labs, and virtually unlimited budgets and they
haven't released a cure. I have a B.S. degree in chemistry; it was
highly unlikely that I could find a cure.
I knew that if a cure were to come through me, it wasn't
likely to be by natural intellect or science. I knew God would
have to reveal that to me directly.
3. I hadn't asked!
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Call it what you will, but I can often ask and hear an answer to things in my spirit. To those who haven't experienced it,
it sounds like hocus-pocus. I can't and won't argue that with
anyone, I will just tell you that God does speak directly.
At approximately 5 A.M. on a Tuesday morning, I asked.
And God answered.

"It is a 49 Day Cure...."
He gave me the first seven days' regimen.
God spoke the second seven-day regimen a few days later
and then the third seven-day regimen. At my early morning
prayer, He spoke the final portion of The 49 Day Cancer Cure.
I will tell anyone reading this, "You have nothing to lose
by trying this. This is all natural, there are no known side effects,
and compared to the chemotherapy medicine, all of it tastes like
Kool-Aid. At worst you will get more nutrition and energy, and
since good nutrition helps virtually every disease, what do you
have to lose?
Just follow the program EXACTLY as spoken.
That's the only problem that I have found with the program and that’s why it’s no real danger to the industries that make
billions from cancer.
PEOPLE JUST WON'T FOLLOW IT!!!
I personally talked to the two people mentioned above.
My wife's cousin lived in Miami, FL. I live in Atlanta, GA. I flew
to Miami, sat in his bedroom, and talked with him. I told him the
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history of the program. He was a doctor, so he understood
perfectly that in a very short period of time he would be dead and
that there was nothing medical science could do for him.
He agreed to follow to the program.
When my wife called to check on him, she asked if he was
still following the program.
He wasn't. He had simply resigned to die.
Don't ask me why, but often people are so devastated and
distraught that they give up hope. Even though compared to
chemo, radiation, or surgery, the program is actually very easy;
people just fail to be obedient.
Of the six people whom I have personally given the program and the products, only ONE has followed it – Nigel, a
vocalist at the church.
He became seriously ill and had cancerous spots on his
lungs along with several other complications. I gave him The 49
Day Cancer Cure. He followed it.
citedly.

After finishing it and going to the doctor, he called me ex-

"The doctors say that I still have the cancer, but the thing
is, THEY CAN'T FIND IT!" he exclaimed. "They say that it's
just moved behind something and that's why it's not showing up
on the x-ray, but I feel that it's gone and they sure can't find it and
it was surely showing up before," he said.
He made the choice to diligently follow The 49 Day Cancer Cure. During the process, he had more energy and he felt
MUCH better. Afterwards, they couldn't find the cancer, and they
still can't. Nigel made the choice to try The 49 Day Cancer Cure.
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That is a choice that anyone reading this will need to
make. It is a choice that we often make in life. A remedy for
many of our problems is often simple and relatively easy; we just
won't do it.
So...
FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS EXACTLY and don't
try to rationalize or figure it out.
This is God, believe it or not! So don't ask me any questions because I can't answer them; just follow the directions.
So I tell you again, follow the directions as given –
EXACTLY!!!
I am simply relaying to you the truth as it happened.
THIS IS SPIRITUAL! IT IS NOT SUPPORTED BY
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH OR MEDICAL STUDIES. However, there is at least one man on earth that will scream from the
rooftop that - IT WORKS!
I make NO CLAIM THAT THIS WILL CURE
CANCER, but I do make the claim that this is what God spoke to
me, so take your questions up with Him, not me. I strongly
encourage you to ask God "Is this program for me, my loved one,
or friend who has cancer?"
Although this has NOT been evaluated by the FDA, it has
been evaluated by a Higher Authority.

The Cure
The 49 Day Cancer Cure
All items below are to be taken DAILY
Day 1 thru 7 (Daily) Week 1
#1 - 1 oz. (1 FULL cap) Miracle 2000® Liquid Total Body
Nutrition
#2 - 5,000 mg Alfalfa (10-500 mg capsules or equivalent)
Day 8 thru 14 (Daily) Week 2
#1 - 1 oz. (1 FULL cap) Miracle 2000® Liquid Total Body
Nutrition
#2 - 5,000 mg Alfalfa (10-500 mg capsules or equivalent)
#3 - 1,000 mg Calcium (make sure it is 1,000 mg of elemental calcium, which is 100% RDA)
Day 15 thru 21 (Daily) Week 3
#1 - 1 oz. (1 FULL cap) Miracle 2000® Liquid Total Body
Nutrition
#2 - 5,000 mg Alfalfa (10-500 mg capsules or equivalent)
#3 - 1,000 mg Calcium (see above)
#4 - 50 mg Pantothenic Acid (divide tablet for correct
amount)
Day 22 thru 28 (Daily) Week 4
#1 - 1 oz. (1 FULL cap) Miracle 2000® Liquid Total Body
Nutrition
#2 - 5,000 mg Alfalfa (10-500 mg capsules or equivalent)
#3 - 1,000 mg Calcium (see above)
#4 - 50 mg Pantothenic Acid (divide tablet for correct
amount)
#5 - Affirmative Attitude Statement: (Repeat 7X daily)
Create YOUR affirmative statement.
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Example: “Disease has no place in my body and I
command disease to leave.”
Say it so loud that you can FEEL your words vibrate
within your body.
This is the SAME statement to be repeated for the
rest of the regimen
Day 29 thru 35 (Daily) Week 5
#1 - 1 oz. (1 FULL cap) Miracle 2000® Liquid Total Body
Nutrition
#2 - 5,000 mg Alfalfa (10-500 mg capsules or equivalent)
#3 - 1,000 mg Calcium (see above)
#4 - 50 mg Pantothenic Acid (divide tablet for correct
amount)
#5 - Affirmative Attitude Statement from above: (Repeat
7X daily)
#6 – Remove two items from your intake that YOU
KNOW are not good for you.
(These SAME two items MUST remain removed forever,
not two new items)
Day 36 thru 42 (Daily) Week 6
#1 - 1 oz. (1 FULL cap) Miracle 2000® Liquid Total Body
Nutrition
#2 - 5,000 mg Alfalfa (10-500 mg capsules or equivalent)
#3 - 1,000 mg Calcium (see above)
#4 - 50 mg Pantothenic Acid (divide tablet for correct
amount)
#5 - Affirmative Attitude Statement from above: (Repeat
7X daily)
#6 – Continue to remove the two items from your intake
that YOU KNOW are not good for you.
#7 - 1 Gallon of Water (128 ounces or 3.8 liters)
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Day 43 thru 49 (Daily) Week 7 (The Final Week)
#1 - 1 oz. (1 FULL cap) Miracle 2000® Liquid Total Body
Nutrition
#2 - 5,000 mg Alfalfa (10-500 mg capsules or equivalent)
#3 - 1,000 mg Calcium (see above)
#4 - 50 mg Pantothenic Acid (divide tablet for correct
amount)
#5 - Affirmative Attitude Statement from above: (Repeat
7X daily)
#6 – Continue to remove two items from your intake that
YOU KNOW are not good for you.
#7 - 1 Gallon of Water (128 ounces or 3.8 liters)
#8 - Pray fifteen minutes each morning, forgiving others
and asking for forgiveness
This IS the formula
Follow it EXACTLY!
I did not create this cure, it was God-given, so I can’t answer your questions. What makes sense in the Divine may not
make sense to man. If you follow your interpretation of the
instructions, then you have followed the instructions.
FOLLOW YOUR DOCTOR’S ADVICE and TAKE
ALL MEDICINES.
All ingredients are naturally occurring and nutritious. You
have nothing to lose by trying this and everything to gain. Just
follow the directions EXACTLY, each day, for forty-nine days.
A major portion of this is obedience. The instructions are
not difficult, but two of them are challenging.
Remove two items from your intake that YOU KNOW
are not good for you and pray fifteen minutes each morning,
forgiving others and asking for forgiveness.
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People know what they need to eliminate from their intake. If they smoke, they know they need to eliminate cigarettes; if
it's fried foods, etc., each person knows.
True forgiveness is also challenging, but a lack of forgiveness must be removed, as it is a hindrance to healing on a spiritual
level.
If you need help with forgiving, listen to my sermons
“The Thing that Makes You the Sickest,” "The Heavy Weight of
Unforgiveness," and “The Bitter Root” on AirJesus.com.
Please make sure the instructions are followed to the letter
so that at the end of the forty-nine days, it can truly be said that
instructions were followed exactly.
Also the healing CD, Words for Healing at
MyHealingCD.com is a big help. It’s not in the cure because it
wasn’t created at the time God gave me the cure but it’s a seriously powerful healing CD.

What Will it Cost You?
ALL of these items can be found in your local health food
store or ordered online.
1. Miracle 2000® Liquid Total Body Nutrition
Amount needed: 2 -32 oz. bottles. At 1 oz. per day, you
will use 49 ounces. Cost: $30.00 per bottle plus tax. If ordered
directly from the manufacturer at miracle2000.com outside of
Georgia, the cost is $30.00 per bottle plus $6.00 shipping. Stores
sell it for varying amounts, usually in the $25 to $30 range plus tax
or online for as low as $20. You will need two bottles.
Total: $45.00 to $66.00
Note: There are two variations of Miracle 2000® including
Vitarol™ but Vitarol™ was not developed at the time God spoke
the cure. I believe that the Miracle 2000® referred to is the
ORIGINAL cherry flavored Miracle 2000®. However, since God
actually spoke the words Miracle 2000®, technically it applies for
the other variations, but I would take the original just to be sure.
2. Alfalfa
You can buy alfalfa leaf 500 mg capsules or tablets for $2
to $15 per bottle. Each bottle will contain from 250 to 500
capsules or tablets. You will need 10 capsules or tablets per day
for forty-nine days for a total of 490 - 500 mg capsules or tablets.
Total: $2 to $15
3. Calcium
Amount needed: You will need 49,000 mg of "elemental
calcium."
Calcium in a solid form will be in a combined form such
as Calcium Pyruvate, Calcium Carbonate, Tri Calcium Phosphate,
Calcium Lactate, Calcium Citrate, Calcium Citrate Malate, and
Coral Calcium.
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The milligrams dosage on the bottle is usually never the
actual calcium content; it is the total of the calcium and what it is
combined with. Unless the calcium is in a liquid form, the actual
calcium content will range from 20-40% of the total. In liquid
form it is usually the actual amount specified.
Look at the label to see the actual elemental calcium.
100% of the RDA is 1,000 mg of "elemental" calcium. 1,000 mg
of calcium in the regimen means 1,000 mg of elemental calcium,
so make sure that you take enough to get 100% of the RDA daily.
Calcium ranges greatly in price.
Chewable calcium in 500 mg tablets can be as low as $3
per 100-tablet bottle, and you would only need one bottle
Total: $3 to $47
4. Pantothenic Acid (Vitamin B5)
The smallest dosage that you can usually find of Pantothenic Acid is a 100 mg tablet. That means you will need to break
the tablet in half for the specified amount. I know the question is,
"Well, why can't I just take the whole thing, wouldn't 100 mg be
better than 50 mg?" Follow the directions! If it says 50 mg, then
break the tablet in half and take just 50 mg
You probably won't be able to find the 100 mg tablet in
most stores; you will probably have to order it online. Stores
usually carry higher dosages, such as 250 mg and 500 mg tablets or
capsules. You can use those, but you will need to break the tablet
into smaller pieces or open the capsule and divide the powder
appropriately. Drugstores usually have tablet cutters or splitters
for less than $5.
Pantothenic Acid is very inexpensive. A 250-tablet or capsule bottle of 100 mg or 250 mg doses is $2 to $7.
Total: 250-tablet or capsule bottle with shipping, $2 to $7
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5. Water
You can drink any type of water, tap, distilled, de-ionized,
purified, or spring water, just as long as it is water. God did NOT
specify what type of water. The cost varies from zero for tap
water to any amount you want to spend for the fanciest bottled
water. I would think distilled water would be best, but that's just
my opinion.
Total: zero to whatever you want to spend on water
You might ask, "What type of alfalfa, calcium, or water do
I need?" That wasn't specified in my instructions, so I am not
going to specify. Use your best judgment or whatever is the most
convenient. The brand or type is not that important, but your
obedience is. Just follow the directions and don't worry about
things that are not specified. But follow the things that are
specified to the letter.
Total for all ingredients for the entire 49 days including
shipping (Shipping averages $4 to $7 per order):
Low End High End
$56
$142
Many health food stores will carry all of the needed ingredients.
this:

Below are the lowest online prices at the time that I wrote
Alfalfa 500 mg 500 tablets/bottle
$3.06/bottle
1 bottle needed (10 tablets per day for 49 days)

days)

Calcium 500 mg chewable tablets $2.69/bottle
100 tablets/bottle 1 bottle needed (2 tablets/day for 42
Pantothenic Acid 100 mg tablets $1.28/bottle

30

days)
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100 tablets/bottle 1 bottle needed (1/2 tablet/day for 35

Basically, you will need one of each of the previous three
items. The lowest price for the total order including shipping was
$11.
You will also need two bottles of Miracle 2000® from miracle2000.com. Your local health food store or GNC, Vitamin
Shoppe, and Vitamin World have thousands of stores nationwide
that sell Miracle 2000®.
Lowest cost of first three items = $11.
Cost from miracle2000.com = $66 (may be less from other sources).
Total Cost including shipping = $77.

$77.

I was surprised when I added up the cost.
The program is 7 weeks of 7 days, and the total cost is
Seven is God's number of completion.
When placed in perspective, $77.00 is very little.
Believe; this is YOUR complete healing.

Questions and Answers
Q: Will this cure cancer?
A: I make no guarantees about that. I am just telling you
the story as it happened. You have virtually nothing to lose by
trying it, but everything to gain if you follow the directions and the
cure works for you.
Q: Should I stop my medicine or medical treatments?
A: NO!!! Do what your doctor says! Show your doctor
The 49 Day Cancer Cure and ask if there is ANYTHING that
your doctor thinks may interfere. Nothing that God gave in the
cure says that you can't continue with standard medical treatment.
Q: Can I modify it?
A: Sure you can, that's your choice. You have the freedom
to change anything, but don't ask me any questions about what
you can or cannot change. I didn't come up with this, I was only
the vessel that it came through; therefore, since I don't fully
understand it, I can't comment on either its mechanism or any
changes. I do advise you to follow the instructions to the letter
with no deviations whatsoever.
Q: Do you get any benefit from this?
A: I am the founder and president of the company that
makes Miracle 2000® and Miracle 2000® is in the regimen. I am
neither stupid nor unscrupulous enough to "cook this up." I have
too much to lose.
I am the editor of MountainWings.com and the other
AirJesus.com websites. I am the senior pastor of The Ark of
Salvation in Atlanta. You can hear hundreds of my sermons at
AirJesus.com absolutely FREE. I don't make ANY money from
MountainWings or as a pastor.
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My sermons are available for FREE download. You can
even call the church at 1-800-7CHRIST and we send out FREE
cassette tapes. My book, QuickFasting is FREE for all to read at
QuickFasting.com and has been for over nine years along with
some of the other books at HitBooks.com. I have a pretty solid
track record of giving to help people and never a single incident of
trying to rip people off.
Miracle 2000® may be included in the regimen simply because it may be the best full-spectrum liquid nutritional for the
purpose. Although I have a chemistry degree, the formulation of
Miracle 2000® was also divinely influenced. Just go in any health
food store and ask the people about it. If they carry Miracle 2000®,
they will tell you.
Another major factor with Miracle 2000® that is different
from other products is that it is ALWAYS prayed over and hands
are laid on it before it leaves the plant. Never underestimate the
power of prayer. More things are wrought by prayer than the
world dreams of. Prayer is an ingredient that can't be measured by
any manmade instrument.
Q: Why is this information free?
A: Except for the books, everything that I do for God and
people in ministry is at no charge to the people.
At the time that I decided to put The 49 Day Cancer Cure
in a book, I had already written six books. I have software that
will format a Word file into a book-ready format. I had used that
software with three other books.
As I formatted this book to be published, the software
produced all types of errors. I contacted the company that made
the software and sent them a copy of the book file. They confirmed the output errors but could neither understand it nor fix it.
I knew that was strange so in my morning prayer I finally asked
God, “Am I supposed to put this in a book?”
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“Yes,” was the answer, “but you can’t charge for it,” He
added. I had a price of $9.95 on the book. I had to go and
remove the price and make sure that whenever I distributed the
book, I couldn’t charge for it. As soon as I did that, I was able to
adjust the file and output it fine.
Q: So how do I know this is not a scam?
A: You don't. The really good scams are so convincing
that you can't tell the difference. When it's claimed to be spiritual,
then you really can't tell.
There are three obvious possibilities:
#1 - It's a scam and I know it.
People are conned every day by the tens of thousands in
everything from penis and breast enlargers to e-mail password
scams. It all sounds totally legitimate and appears to be backed up
by either solid science or major corporations. Unless you are
familiar with the item, you often can't tell. People are scammed
daily by preachers and those claiming to represent God or spiritual
things.
If this is a scam and I know it, then everything I say is obviously to mislead you. Look at the record. If you conclude
"yes," then chalk this up as a scam.
#2 - I think that it's real, but I am just deluded.
That's possible. I wouldn’t be the first minister who has
missed God's leading, and if this is the case, I won't be the last.
#3 - It's true.
These are the three basic possibilities. I know #1 is not
true, and from my experience, I believe that #2 is not true. I
believe #3 with all of my heart – that The 49 Day Cancer Cure is
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true. God has not led me wrong yet. You will need to decide for
yourself which is true.
If you can't discern between the three, then you need to
ask yourself, "What's to risk or gain with either of the three?"
Q: Can I use an alternative to Miracle 2000®?
A: Of course you can; you can change anything, but when
you do, it's NOT the same program. There are two variations of
Miracle 2000®. Vitarol® (Miracle 2000® with immune, vision,
stress and other body function nutrients added) in Men’s and
Women’s specific formulas. Both are later versions of the original
Miracle 2000®. They have certain enhancements and they are in
capsule form. Since only the original Miracle 2000® was created
when God spoke the cure, that is the one I would recommend
sticking with.
Q: Will you be open to consulting me about my case?
A: Absolutely not!!! I am NOT a doctor. I have no medical training. I am a chemist by education and a pastor, so I am not
legally qualified to consult with anyone on a medical condition. I
don't even fully understand it, I just wrote it as God instructed
me. If you've got questions, get on your knees and ask the true
Creator.
Q: Will this interfere with any medicine or treatments
that I am taking?
A: I can't see how. This is all natural, and everything in
the program is basically a vitamin, mineral, or herb. If it makes
you more comfortable, you can ask your doctor before beginning
the program. I have no idea of the myriad of drugs and treatments that are used for cancer. There might be a possibility that a
nutrient might interfere with one of the drugs, but I really doubt
it.
When I did research on supplements and chemotherapy,
this is what I found. Basically there is really no conclusive re-
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search on chemotherapy and supplements or whether supplements help or hinder chemotherapy treatments.
The only study that I could find was done in September
2004.
Here is an excerpt from the study taken from
http://www.my.webmd.com/content/article/94/102889.htm
"Supplementation with vitamins, especially Vitamin E, has
been recommended to decrease the toxicity of cancer drugs.
Much of the toxicity associated with chemotherapy is related to a
decrease in cells that help fight infection, leaving victims susceptible to infection. Those who reported taking a multivitamin or
Vitamin E supplement retained more of an important kind of
infection-fighting cell than those not taking such supplements. In
contrast, women who said they took folate supplements lost more
of those same cells than other participants. Vitamin B-12 did not
appear to affect the number of the infection-fighting cells, which
are called neutrophils. Neutrophils are white blood cells that help
fight infections. Their ranks may be thinned as a side effect of
chemotherapy."
Miracle 2000® is already one of the top nutritional products on the market and is in thousands of health food stores
already. There have been no negative side effects with Miracle
2000® from the thousands of users who take it for everyday
health.
The other ingredients can also be found in any health food
store. To my knowledge, there is no problem with side effects of
any of those either.
Of course, if your doctor has told you that you will die of
cancer or that there is a very small chance of your being cured,
there isn't much to lose by trying this.
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Q: Suppose I try this and it doesn't work?
A: Then what have you lost? At worst, it will help nourish
your body and you will have more energy. Suppose it does work,
that's the real question? The problem with many spiritual and
natural things is that people just won't be obedient and follow the
directions. Just make sure you follow the directions exactly for
the FULL forty-nine days.
I understand the FDA's process for drug trials because all
drugs have side effects and many don't work in actual clinical
trials.
None of this is a drug.
I firmly believe this will help people. At the very least, it
will add great nutrition to the body, and great nutrition is good for
just about everything.
Please don't ask me any questions nor make any comments ... until forty-nine days have passed.
Only if this doesn't work for you or someone you know
and they have followed the instruction TO THE LETTER for
forty-nine days, then e-mail me, and you are free to bawl me out
to no end. But don't fuss and cuss until you have proven the
program right or wrong. To contact me, go to the contact page at
AirJesus.com.

TIPS for Success
Advice that will Help:
The 49 Day Cancer Cure is simple, but not easy.
Taking the supplements is a breeze. Those can all be gobbled down in a few minutes each day.
The water may present a challenge to some. One gallon a
day is much more than most are used to. Don't try to drink it all
at once, but pace yourself during the day for those last two weeks.
One gallon is twice the doctor's normal daily recommendation of 8 – 8 oz glasses of water per day. One gallon is 16 - 8oz
glasses of water or 8 pints.
I recommend drinking your water from morning until
evening. That way, you won't be up all night using the bathroom.
If you start at 8 A.M. and drink 16 oz per hour, you will be finished
with your daily water at 4 P.M.
Remember, that's just the way that I would do it; that's not
the command. If you want to sit down at 11:30 P.M. and drink the
whole gallon at once, that's your business and you would have
followed the instructions.
The supplements and the water are really easy; it's the other three things that most people will have problems with.
First - The Affirmative Attitude Statement
Then came the disciples to Jesus apart, and said, "Why
could not we cast him out?" And Jesus said unto them, "Because
of your unbelief: for verily I say unto you, If ye have faith as a
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grain of mustard seed, ye shall SAY unto this mountain, Remove
hence to yonder place; and it shall remove; and nothing shall be
impossible unto you." (Matthew 17:19-20)
Did Jesus mean that if anyone spoke to a mountain it
would be removed? No, He meant IF you believe, then nothing
shall be impossible to you. You MUST speak your Affirmative
Attitude Statement with belief. People around you and the cells
around you can feel when you speak with belief.
You should speak with enough force that your body vibrates with your words.
Notice that Jesus DID NOT say that it would be YOU
who moves the mountain. He said if you believe and speak your
belief, IT SHALL BE removed. There are things beyond your
power but not beyond God's power. Jesus said if you follow the
instructions, IT SHALL BE removed.
Two sermons that will help with this are: "The Greatest
Mountain Mover" and "Make the Call" on AirJesus.com.
Listen to the CD at www.MyHealingCD.com. It will really
help your Affirmative Attitude Statement but it is not required.
Second - The removal of TWO things from your intake that you know are not good for you.
This is not easy, nor is it temporary. This is a permanent
command. Not only is the cancer to be removed from your body,
but it is not to come back. You instantly know those two things.
I know bread and sweets are two things that my body
doesn't react well to. I know they are not good for ME, and I feel
much better when I don't eat either one.
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God did not specifically speak diet, but said "...two things
from your intake...." Cigarettes are not technically diet, but if you
smoke, they are definitely a part of your intake. Of the three men
who died, two died of lung cancer and BOTH of them smoked.
Nigel did not smoke but grew up living with heavy smokers. If
you smoke, you don’t need to ask if cigarettes need to be one of
the things that you eliminate forever from your intake.
Pornography is part of your intake also.
Whatever the two things are that you are taking in that you
KNOW are not good for you,
GET RID OF THEM FOREVER! Don’t try to fool God.
If coffee is one of the things you eliminate, don’t start again with
decaf!
Even the government gives us very good information on
preventing cancer. The government's top three recommendations
are: 1. Eat at least five servings of fresh fruits and vegetables daily.
2. If you are obese, lose the fat and maintain a healthy weight.
3. Exercise at least thirty minutes a day, at least four times a week.
Maybe you are taking in too much TV when you should
be exercising. YOU know what the things are that you are taking
in that are bad for you. So permanently eliminate two of them.
God does not want to bring you out just for you to go
back in. The two things will no doubt be two things that you like
or else you wouldn't be partaking of them because you already
KNOW they are not good for you. This will be one of the
hardest things to do, but one of the most beneficial.
Third - Pray Fifteen minutes each morning forgiving
others and asking for forgiveness.
Although this sounds easy, it's not. Medical science has
proven that bitterness, resentment, hatred, and the inability to
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forgive will make you sick and increase the risk of cancer. Everyone has someone who has done him wrong.
You have to let it go!
Whoever it is, whatever they did - LET IT GO!!!
Sincerely forgive them and ask for forgiveness for the
wrong that we have done to others, either in deed or thought, for
we all have wronged others at some point in our lives.
Why did God tell me prayer last? I can't answer that;
maybe He saved the best and the most powerful for last.
"If you forgive those who sin against you, your heavenly
Father will forgive you. But if you refuse to forgive others, your
Father will not forgive your sins. (Mat 6:14-15 NLT)
The sermons "The Thing that Makes You the Sickest,"
"The Heavy Weight of Unforgiveness," and "The Bitter Root" are
good sermons for both spiritual and scientific information on this
command. The sermon in which I talked specifically about The
49 Day Cancer Cure is "The Source," also on AirJesus.com.
I had to write this MountainWings issue on forgiveness
immediately after I first recorded the cancer cure.
http://www.mountainwings.com/past/4082.htm
Listen to Words for Healing at MyHealingCD.com.
Words for Healing really works and it is very calming and
powerful. It puts most people to sleep bringing great peace.
May God be with you. Please be obedient, and FOLLOW THE
DIRECTIONS EXACTLY. Healing is a blessing, and God wants
to bless YOU! Know this and believe this.

Pastor Nathaniel H. Bronner Jr.

